Tipsy

Alcohol isnt the only thing that can make a
girl tipsy. Julie Preston is an artist. But
her canvas isnt paper or clay. Its hair. She
spends her days coloring, blow drying and
styling her clients hair at the Razors Edge
salon. Julie is also annoyed. She went out
on a date and had a great time, gave the
guy her number and the jerk never called.
So when he waltzes into the salon and sits
down in her chair she briefly considers
strangling him with the pink cape she
fastens around his neck. Too bad she cant.
Blue Markson, the guy who never called, is
a police officer so causing him bodily harm
would be a first class ticket into the
slammer. Just looking at him again makes
Julie forget why she was mad in the first
place, but shes already learned that Blue is
nothing but heartache. So when he starts
coming around, acting like he hadnt made
her stare at the phone for days, she tries to
brush him off. Only... Her life is about to
blow up in her face, shes about to get
caught up in a sticky web of crime and the
one guy who can help her is the one guy
she vowed never to trust again.

Tipsy is an American electronic music group. Based in San Francisco, California, it consists of Tim Digulla and David
Gardner. In 1996, Tipsy released an album,Definition of tipsy for English Language Learners. : unsteady or foolish from
drinking : slightly drunk.tipsy pronunciation. How to say tipsy. Listen to the audio pronunciation in English. Learn
more.https:///club.aspx?id=65504?tipsy (comparative tipsier, superlative tipsiest). slightly drunk, fuddled, staggering,
foolish as a result of drinking alcoholic beverages (metonymically) unsteady,The developement of TIPSY was
motivated by the need to quickly display and analyze the results of N-body simulations. Most data visualization
packages areOrigin and meaning of tipsy: 1570s, from tip (v.1) compare drowsy, flimsy, tricksy. Later associated with
tipple. Tipsy-cake (1806) was See more.tipsy adjective. uk ? /?t?/ us ? /?t?p.si/ informal. slightly drunk: Auntie Pat is
getting a little tipsy again. - 4 min - Uploaded by Hawpy22000 views thanks guys :)-- ---50k veiws thanks :P-- ---75k
views ^^---- --100k veiws!----:D First of all, whoever wrote that your body shuts down and you die if your drunk and
high at the same time..you should be slapped. -Tipsy is when your buzzinThe definition of tipsy is just a little bit drunk.
A person who is a little bit drunk is an example of someone who would be described as tipsy. YourDictionary
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